Event-related fMRI of tasks involving brief motion.
The assessment of brain function by blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) for tasks involving motion near the field of view is compromised by artifacts arising from the motion. The aim of this study is to demonstrate that these artifacts can be reduced by acquiring the average response from a brief stimulus (a "single-trial," or "event-related," paradigm) as opposed to alternating blocks of repeated task with rest (a "block-trial" paradigm). The basis of this technique is that the NMR signal changes from neuronal activation are delayed relative to the motion due to a slow hemodynamic response. By acquiring the average response from a brief stimulus, motion-induced signal changes occur prior to neuronal activation-induced signal changes, and the two can thus be distinguished. This technique is applied to the tasks of speaking out loud, swallowing, jaw clenching, and tongue movement. Functional activation maps derived from the single-trial paradigm contain significantly less artifact than functional activation maps derived from a more traditional block-trial paradigm.